APPLICATION Q&A NOTES
Introduction
Vivid Roots Collective was founded in August 2020 but our first dedicated year of
operations was just last year in 2021. We are a Highlands-based company, primarily
based in Inverness. We create professional opportunities for local emerging artists, with
the rest of Scotland in pur periphery. We recognise that a majority of HIghland-based
emerging artists will move to the central belt in order to access opportunities as there
are no trageted oppoertunities here in the Highlands.
Sophie’s role within the company is the CONNECT Director. Sophie ’s aim is to make
emergence easier. She manages the artists’ journeys with Vivid Roots; allocating and
providing support, hosting a 6-month phase-out from projects, and identifying new
ways for us to fill the gaps in training and opportunities. On this project, Sophie will be
offering help with the likes of invoicing, creative CVs, and understanding selfemployment. If you have anything in particular that you would appreciate support with
that you perhaps never received in your training then please send us am email.

Key Dates
APPLICATIONS CLOSED - 12.08.22
AUDITIONS/INTERVIEWS - W/C 22.08.22
APPLICANTS NOTIFIED ALONGSIDE FEEDBACK - 28.08.22
VRC SOCIALS ANNOUNCEMENT - 02.09.22
R&D WEEK - 12-17.09.22

Access Budget
Another very important thing to mention is that we have a £2000 access budget that
will cover travel & accommodation costs and most importantly this is to make sure all
applicants have no issue in accessing our opportunities so this money can fund the likes
of a BSL interpreter for example.

What We Are Looking For
We have some set application questions which are laid out here with some suggestions
of things to consider when you are forming your response.
Why/How do you identify as an emerging artist?
We ask this question because as a collective we recognise the term ‘emerging artist’ as
as a form of identity as artists can be emerging at any point in their life. There is a
common assumption that emerging means young artist but this is not necessarily the
case.
Some things to think about:
Have you just finished your training? Or still training?
Are you still working towards being published or signed to an agent?
Are you still working on building writing samples or performing credits?
Consider when you would no longer feel as though you are emerging and what do you
still need to get there.
How will this opportunity support your professional development/practice?
Here, we are interested in how this opportunity is beneficial to you.
Some things to think about:
•

Does it give you an opportunity to learn? And what is it you hope to learn/
develop?

•

Will this opportunity broaden your CV or portfolio?

•

Is this your first paid opportunity? Or one of the first paid opportunities?

•

Will it support you with further opportunities? And what do you see those
opportunities being?

What barriers do you experience as an emerging artist?
This is a particularly important question because this is where our access budget comes
into play and talks to the social impact of our company.
Some things to think about:
•

Location: goegraphy can have a huge impact in your ability to access
opportunities due to transport infrastructure, access to internet, and
challenges with networking.

•

Socio-economic background: if you come from a working-class background,
you may not have the same financial support as your peers. Having to work
full- or part-time to subsidise your creative career is a significant barrier,
please don’t overlook it.

•

Accessibility: Do you have a particular access need that isn’t typically fulfilled
by other companies? If so please specify and explain how this need can be
fulfilled.

This isn’t an exhaustive list and we are interested in hearing any of the barriers which
prevent you form easily accessing opportunities.
Why are you interested in this opportunity to work with Vivid Roots Collective?
This question helps us understand the needs of the sector; by explaining to us what
excites you about the company, we can better talk to needs.
Some things to think about:
•

Why you would like to work with us?

•

What excites you about Vivid Roots?

If you are not sure yet, try having a look at our website:
www.vividrootscollective.co.uk (or follow the QR code)
There are also elements specific to playwrighting / performing embedded in the
application form
We are very interested in your creative practice and approach to working creatively and
practically. This question also helps us to identify artists who are engaging with their
practice and their professional development. Further, it will help us make decisions
about style and diversity.

PERFORMER specifics
Describe your practice as a performer and your approach to working collaboratively
with other practitioners.
Some things to think about:
•

Your preferred style of performance (naturalistic / Shakespearean / physical
theatre / circus / etc.)

•

Have you worked collaboratively before? If yes, what do you enjoy about it? If
no, what is it from this approach you would like to develop or learn?

•

Your approach to process with devising, character work, etc.

We also request your CREATIVE CV.
This shouldn’t be longer than a page. If you would prefer to send a link to your
Spotlight profile, please copy the link onto a document and upload the document.
Your Spotlight or website link can also be included as part of a tailored creative CV.
PLAYWRIGHT specifics
Describe your approach to playwriting: Why are you interested in working with live
stimuli? What are the styles that interest you?
Some things to think about:
•

Your preferred style of playwriting and influences on your work.

•

What experience have you had with playwriting, if any?

•

Have you worked with live stimuli before? If yes, what did you enjoy? If no,
how would this benefit your practice?

We also request a WRITING SAMPLE.
Your sample should be no more than 3 pages in length as we understand that not all
emerging playwrights will have the luxury of time to write full-length plays Your writing
should showcase your individual writing style and there are no creative limitations. The
sample can be a draft but should be a developed draft.
If you do not have a writing sample ready, try out the writing
workshop which is available on our website:
www.vividrootscollective.co.uk/hysteria-applications/
(or follow the QR code)

Successful Applicants
Playwrights
You will receive one full day of creative mentorship with Dogstar Theatre’s Artistic
Director, Matthew Zajac upon delivery of a first draft as part of a rehearsed reading
process.
You will attend the R&D at Lyth Arts Centre on the 15th & 16th of September. The
remainder of your timeline will be worked out upon notification of your success with the
HYSTERIA Creative Producer and INITIATE Director, Laura Walker.
You will be paid industry minimum, the details of your payment will be in your contract
TOTAL: £9,312
Performers
You will spend the full week at Lyth Arts Centre with our Creative Director, Keira Smith.
Rehearsals will be approximately 10am-5pm on the Monday to Friday.
Sophie will also be there as artist liaison as she is trained in mental health first aid and
emergency first aid at work.
You will be paid industry minimum, which is outlined in your contract
TOTAL: £500 + £44.73 HOLIDAY PAY
Lyth Arts Centre
LAC is wheelchair accessible with ample access parking. The accommodation is also
wheelchair accessible and just opposite the arts centre.
Lyth is a short distance from Wick which has some basic amenities, and is a 2 and a half
hour drive from Inverness. Performers will be traveling to LAC with Sophie on Monday
12th of September. The playwright will travel with Laura via train from Inverness on
Thursday 15th.
Any further travel and accommodation will be provided.
If you would like more information about LAC, visit the website:
www.lytharts.org.uk
(or follow the QR code)

VRC Support
Supporting our emerging artists is a core value at Vivid Roots Collective.
As the CONNECT Director, Sophie has designed a 6 month phase-out. Which means
once you have completed a project with we will remain in contact with you for the next
six months with feedback forms at 1, 3 and 6 months following the project.
We also have an open offer of support during those six months to help with your
transition onto future projects so if you would like support with applications, creative
CVs, invoicing, auditions, or industry connections, jet let us know.
We are also looking to continue growing our offer of support so if you have any other
needs that Vivid Roots can talk to, we are happy to hear them and see what we can. do.

